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Abstract 

This paper proposes to analyze specifically the networks of manuscripts and texts in the Books 

of hours produced in the Low countries to better understand how the interdependence of 

devotion, commercial imperatives for export and mass production, and of the prevalence of 

certain uses has given rise to the dissemination and hybridization of texts. The research is part 

of the HORAE project (ANR-17-CE38-0008) and based on the database of 7282 manuscripts, 

including 442 manuscripts from the Low Countries. 

Books of hours, copied in droves in the Middle Ages, usually contain a calendar, liturgical 

offices (Hours of the Virgin, Holy Spirit and Cross, Office of the dead, suffrages) and additional 

texts, esp. prayers in Latin or Vernacular. They supported the devotion of the faithful and 

adopted liturgical particularities (so called “uses”), in accordance with the geography of 

production or the patrons’ wishes. They are complex and codified compilations. They circulate 

and transmit different sets of texts, and constitute precious sources on medieval devotion, 

liturgy, social representation, and text dissemination in Western medieval society.  

Books of hours produced in the Low countries may be identified based on decoration, liturgical 

specificities (“use”), and regional devotions appearing in the calendars (Bavo, Donatian…), 

litanies (Walpurga, Vedast…) and suffrages (Adrian…). They present researchers with specific 

challenges: miniatures are often added on stubs, making the place of origin less certain; many 

manuscripts present a decoration from the Low Countries with (a) the use of Rome for the 

Hours of the Virgin and/or the Office of the dead; (b) a Southern Textualis (Rotunda) script [1], 

[2].  

As for the liturgical uses, K. Ottosen highlighted two clearly distinctive textual types of the 

Office of the dead (type 83-25 and type 25), grouping the manuscripts produced in/for the 
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region[3]. V. Leroquais and E. Drigsdahl document different uses (Paris, BnF, lat. 3152, [4], 

[5]): Bruges, S. Donatian in Bruges, Utrecht, Brussels, Antwerp, Tournai, Liège. Based on their 

documentation and our research, a network analysis of the Hours of the Virgin shows distinct 

groups, with Liège and Utrecht being integrated in a German subnetwork (Mainz, Cologne, 

Strasbourg) and Bruges apparently the single closest use to that of Rome, with only a change 

in the lessons of Matins (Figure 1). But the liturgical identity of a book of hours can be at the 

crossroads of several uses. This contribution will reveal the existence of “hybrid hours” and 

different associations and textual networks, not only at the level of manuscripts, with different 

uses for calendar, Hours of the Virgin and Office of the dead, but also within each office with 

interchanged sections and parts taken from different uses to include texts from the place of 

production. As a consequence, we notice keys to identify uses and their influences, which lead 

us to reassess the proximity of Bruges and Rome; to clarify the direction and intensity of 

liturgical and commercial exchanges within the ecclesiastical provinces of Cologne and Reims; 

and to perfect the definition of a use by exploiting the cursus including minor ones (absolution, 

benediction…). 

 

Figure 1: Network of the liturgical uses of the Hours of the Virgin (weight W is the number of shared 

texts at the same liturgical position divided by the minimal number of texts in one of both uses: WA-B = 

(|A| ∩ |B|) / min (|A|,|B|) 
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